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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we deal with a linear differential system of the second order 
(1.1) y' + P(x)y = 09 
where y(x) is an rc-dimensional vector function and P(x) is a continuous symmetric 
n x n matrix. Simultaneously with the system (1.1) we consider the associated matrix 
system 
(1.2) y" + P(x)y=o. 
It is known that for the scalar differential equation 
(1.3) y" + p(x)y = o 
there exists a function a(x) such that two linearly independent solutions u(x), v(x) 
of (1.3) can be expressed in the form 
(1.4) u(x) = k(|a'(x)|)-1/2 sin a(x) , 
v(x) = k(|a'(x)|)-1/2cosa(x), 
where k is a real constant. The aim of the present paper is to show that linearly in­
dependent solutions of (1.2) can be expressed in a similar way. We also derive some 
results concerning the oscillation properties of the solutions of (1.1). 
Throughout the paper the system (1.1) is investigated on an interval I = [a, co), 
and it is assumed that P(x) is continuous on I. All solutions are considered in the 
classical sense, i.e. they have continuous second derivatives. 
N o t a t i o n . Cm(I) denotes the space of functions which are m-times continuously 
differentiable on I, C°(l) means continuity. If F(x) is an arbitrary matrix, we write 
F(x) e Cm(l) if all elements of F(x) belong to Cm(I), FT denotes the transpose of 
a matrix F, F* means the conjugate transpose of F. If F, G are symmetric matrices 
of the same dimension, F < G means that the matrix F — G is negative definite. 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let Y(x)9 Z(x) be arbitrary solutions of (1.2). Then Y
т(x) Z'(x) - Yт'(x) Z(x) = K 
on I, where K is a constant n x n matrix (see e.g. [5]). A solution Y(x) of (1.2) is 
said to be isotropic if Yт(x) Y'(x) — Yт (x) Y(x) = 0. Terminology concerning the 
solution with the above property is not unified. For example, Sternberg [9] calls 
this solution conjugate, Hartman [5] prepared. 
Let Yi(x), Y2(x) be two solutions of (1.2). Then 
л (YÁx) Y2(x)\ Ңé)y )) = const = c' 
Indeed, (1.2) can be rewitten as the system of the first order 
( 2 1 ) U Yг) =\-P(X)0)\Y\Y2Ì)> 
where E is the unit n x n matrix. If we denote 
x-fH^). *-(_ÎS) r, 
then the Jacobiformula yields det X(x) = det X(a) exp {Cx Tr <P(s) ds} = det X(a) = 
= const, where Tr $ denotes the trace of the matrix ^3. If const # 0, solutions Yt(x), 
Y2(x) are called linearly independent and every solution of (1.1) can be expressed 
in the form 
(2.2) y(x)= Yi(x)ci + Y2(x)c2, 
where cl9 c2 are n-dimensional constant vectors. It can be proved (see [7]) that 
Y±(x), Y2(x) are linearly independent if and only if the constant matrix Yj(x) Y2(x) — 
— YT'(x) Y2(x) is nonsingular. Let Y(x) be isotropic solution of (1.2) which is non-
singular on / . Then Z(x) = Y(x) Cxa (Y
T(s) Y(s))~x ds is also a solution of (1.2) and 
YT(x)Z'(x) - YT(x)Z(x) = E. 
Now let us consider the linear Hamiltonian system 
(2.3) Sf = Q(x) C 
c = -e(x)s, 
where Q(x) e C°(I) is a symmetric n x n matrix. The matrices S(x), C(x) which satisfy 
the identities 
(2.4) ST(x) S(x) + CT(x) C(x) = E 
ST(x) C(x) - C(xT) S(x) = 0 
are called the matrix sine and cosine and were for the first time used by Barrett [2] 
in the extension of the Priifer transformation to matrix systems. It can be proved that 
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(2.4) holds if and only if 
(2.5) S(x) ST(x) + C(x) CT(x) = E 
S(x) CT(x) - C(x) ST(x) = 0 
(see e.g. Barrett [2]). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section it is shown that with the aid of matrix sine and cosine the expres-
sions (1.4) can be extended to the system (1.2). First, let us recall that the relations 
(1.4) imply that (la'(x)l)"1 = k~2(u2(x) + v2(x)). If we denote 
(3.1) r(x) = (u2(x) + v2(x))1/2 
then r(x) = fc(|a'(x)|)~1/2 and (1.4) can be rewritten 
(3.2) u(x) = r(x) sin a(x) , v(x) = r(x) cos a(x) . 
Theorem 1. Let U(x), V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2) satisfying 
(3.3) UT'(x) V(x) - UT(x) V'(x) = E . 
Then there exist a nonsingular n x n matrix R(x) and a symmetric positive 
definite n x n matrix Q(x) e C2(l) satisfying 
(3.4) (RT(x)R(x))-^Q(x) 
R(x) RT(x) = U(x) UT(x) + V(x) VT(x) 
Rr(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0 
and such that 
(3.5) U(x) = R(x) S(x), V(x) = R(x) C(x) , 
where (S(x), C(x)) is a solution of (2.3) for which (2.4) holds. 
Proof. Since U(x), V(x) are isotropic and (3.3) holds, we have 
(UT(x) Ur(x)\ ( V'(x)-U'(x)\_(-E 0 \ 
\yT(x) Vr(x)) \-V(x) u(x))-{ 0 -E)' 
hence 
( V'(x) -U'(x)\ (UT(x) Ur(x)\ _ (-E 0\ 
\-V(x) U(x)) [vT(x) Vr(x)) ~ { 0 -E) 
and thus 
(3.6) V'(x)UT(x) - U'(x)VT(x) = -E 
V'(x) Ur(x) - U'(x) VT'(x) = 0 
U(x) VT(x) - V(x) UT(x) = 0 . 
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Let H(x) = U(x) UT(x) + V(x) VT(x). The matrix H(x) is nonsingular on I. Indeed, 
H(x) = (U(x) + i V(x)) (UT(x) - i VT(x)) = (U(x) + i V(x)) (U(x) + i V(x))*. 
Therefore H(x) is nonsingular if and only if the complex matrix U(x) + i V(x) is 
nonsingular. Let c = ct + ic2 be a constant complex n-dimensional vector for which 
(U + iV)(cx + ic2) = 0. Then Ucx - Vc2 = 0 and Uc2 + Vcx = 0. As U(x), V(x) 
are linearly independent solutions, the last identity gives ct = 0 = c2, hence U(x) + 
+ i V(x) is nonsingular. Furthermore H(x) obviously is symmetric and positive 
definite. 
Let D(x) denote the (unique) symmetric positive definite matrix for which D2(x) = 
= H(x) and let us set K(x) = D'(x) D(x) - D(x) D'(x), L(x) = K(x) D~2(x) -
— D~2(x)K(x). It is obvious that K(x) is antisymmetric (i.e. KT(x) = —K(x)) and 
L(x) is symmetric. Let M(x) be a solution of the matrix equation 
(3.7) -9~2M M(x) + M(x) D'\x) = LW • 
Since D~2(x) is symmetric and positive definite, it is known (see [3]) that the matrix 
M(x) is uniquely determined by (3.7) and MT(x) = M(x). 
Let T(x) be the solution of 
(3.8) T = \ D~2(x)(K(x) + M(x)) T, T(a) = E . 
As D~2(K + M) + (D~2(K + M))T = D~2K + D~2M + (-K + M) D~2 = 
= D~2K + D~2M - KD~2 + MD~2 = D~2M + MD-2 - L = 0, the matrix 
T(x) is orthonormal on / (i.e. T~x(x) = TT(x)). If we set 
(3.9) R(x) = D(x) T(x) 
then RTR - RTR' = (TTD' + TTD)DT- TTD(D'T+ DT) = TTD'DT + 
+ \TT(M - K) D~2D2T- TTDD'T- \TTD2D~2(K + M) T = TTD'DT-
- \TTKT- TTDD'T- \TTKT = TTD'DT- TTDD'T- TT(D'D - DD')T= 0 
and RR1 = DTTTD = D2 = UUT + VVT. 
Now let Q(x) = (RT(X)R(X))-1. Then Q(x) is symmetric, positive definite and 
belongs to C2(I) since U(x), V(x) e C2(l). We shall show that the matrices S(x) = 
= R~*(x) U(x), C(x) = R~*(x) V(x) are a solution of (2.3) and (2.4) holds. 
SST + CC1 = K-1UUT^T"1 + R~1WTRT-1 = R-\UUT + VV^R1'1 = E, 
SCT - CST = R-1UVTRT~1 - H-1Fl/TUT-1 = R-^UV7 - VU7)^"1 = 0, we 
have (2.5) and hence (2.4) holds. Further S'ST + C'CT = ( R ^ U ) ' ^R7'1 + 
+ (R-1V)'VTRT~1 = (-R-^'R-^ + R- 1U')l /TUT - 1 + (-R~1R'R~1V + 
+ R-1V)VTRT~1 = -R-'R'R-^UU7 + VVT)RJ-1 + R^U'^R7'1 + 
+ R~1VVTRT-1 = R-^-R'R7 + U'UT+ V'V^RJ'1. Now using (3.3) and (3.6) 
we obtain RRT(U'UT + VVT) = (UUT + W\)(U'UT + V'VT) = UUTU'UT + 
+ UUTVVT + WTU'UT + WTVVT = UUT'UUT + U(-E + uJfv) VT + 
+ V(E + VT'U) UT+ WT'WT = (UUTf + WT')(UUT + WT) = 
= (UUT' + WT')RRT. Simultaneously, the third relation of (3.4) yields RRTR'RT = 
= RRT'RRT. Let us denote K- = R'RT, Yl = RR
T\ X2 = UU
T + VVT, Y2 = 
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= UUT' + VVT'. Then we have 
(3.10) RRTXi - YtR
TR = 0 
Xi + Yi = (RRT)', i = 1, 2 . 
and hence 
(3.11) RRTXi + XiRRT = (RRT)' RRT 
RRTYi + YiRRT = RRT(RRT)' . 
Since the matrix RRT is positive definite, it is known that both matrix equations (3.11) 
have unique solution, and hence Xx = X2 and Yt = Y2> i-
e- K'KT = U'UT + 
+ V'VT and RRT = UUT' + VVT'. Thus 
(3.12) S'(x) 5T(x) + C'(x) CT(x) = 0 . 
Further using (3.6) we have S'CT - CST = ( - R ^ K ' I T !U + K_1U') VTRT~1 -
- (-R-1R'R~1V+ K-^UTK"1"-1 = - K - ^ ' K - ^ U V 1 * - VUT)R~1 + 
+ K_1(U'VT - V'UT)KT_1 = (RTR)-X = Q. Thus 
(3.13) S'(x) CT(x) - C'(x) ST(x) = Q(x). 
Now multiplying (3A2) and (3.13) on the right by 5(x) and C(x) respectively, and 
adding these equations we get S'(x) = Q(x) C(x). Similarly we obtain C(x) = 
= — Q(x) S(x). Thus (S(x), C(x)) is a solution of (2.3) for which (2.4) holds. It remains 
to verify that if U(x), V(x) are expressed by (3.5) then (3.3) holds. Indeed, UT'V — 
-UTV ' = (STRT' + CTQRT)RC - STRT(R!C - RQS) = ST(RTR - RTR') C + 
+ CTQRTRC + STRTRQS = CTC + 5TS = £ . The last computation shows that 
the third identity of (3.4) is essential and cannot be removed. The proof is complete. 
Remark 1. Let U(x), V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which UT(x). 
. V'(x) — UT (x) V(x) = K, where K is a constant symmetric, either positive definite 
or negative definite n x n matrix. In this case U(x) and V(x) can also be expressed 
in the form (3.5) but (2.4) and (2.5) must be replaced by S (x )K _ 1 5 T (x ) + 
+ C(x)K_1 CT(x) = K, S(x)K~1 CT(x) - C(x)K_1 5T(x) = 0, ST(x)S(x) + CT(x). 
. C(x) = K, ST(x) C(x) - CT(x) 5(x) = 0. If U(x), V(x) are arbitrary linearly in-
dependent isotropic solutions of (1.2) then both the symmetry and the definiteness 
of the constant matrix UT(x) V'(x) — UT (x) V(x) are also nesessary conditions for 
U(x), V(x) to be expressed in the form (3.5). 
Remark 2. If we consider a more general system 
(3.14) (F(X)YJ + P(x)Y= 0 , 
where F(x) is a symmetric positive definite n x n matrix, then e.g. in [1] it is proved 
that the transformation Y(x) = H(x) U(x) where H(x) is a nonsingular n x n 
matrix for which 
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(3.15) HT(x) F(x) H'(x) - HT'(x) F(x) H(x) = 0, 
transforms the system 
(F1(x)U')' + P1(x)U = 0, 
where 
(3.16) Fx(x) = H
T(x) F(x) H(x) 
P,(x) = HT(x) (F(x) H'(x))' + HT(x) P(x) H(x) , 
to the system (3.14). Theorem 1 shows that the transformation U(x) = .R(x)S(x) 
transforms the system (Q~x(x) S')' + Q(x) S = 0 to (1.2) and the third relation of 
(34) corresponds to (3.15). 
Now we wish to find the connection between the matrices .R(x) and Q(x) from 
Theorem 1 and the matrix P(x) from (1.1). Recall that for the function a(x) from (1.4) 
we have {a, x} + a'2(x) = p(x), where {a, x) = - ((|a'(x)|)-1/2)" (|a'(x)|)1/2 is the so 
called Schwartzian derivative of a(x) and thus p(x) = — r"(x) r -1(x) + r"4(x), 
where r(x) is determined by (3.1) and r(x) = (|a'(x)])~1/2. If we denote s(x) = 
= sin a(x), c(x) = cos a(x) then 
(3A7) s' = a'(x) c 
c' = — a'(x)s . 
Hence we see that the matrix Q(x) in (2.3) plays the same role as the function a'(x) 
in (3.17). The function a(x) is called the phase function of (1.3) (see [4]) and therefore 
the matrix .A(x) = J* Q(s) ds will be called the phase matrix of (1.1). 
It is known (see [4]) that for every function a(x) e C3(l), a'(x) #= 0 on I, there 
exists a unique function p(x) such that a(x) is the phase function of y" + p(x) y = 0. 
For the phase matrices we have the following statement. 
Theorem 2. Let A(x) e C3(I) be a symmetric n x n matrix for which A'(x) is 
positive on I. Then there exists a symmetric n x n matrix P(x) e C°(l) such that 
A(x) is the phase matrix of Y' + P(x) 7 = 0 , i.e. there exist two isotropic solutions 
U(x), V(x) of this system which can be expressed in the form (3.5), where (S(x), C(x)) 
is a solution of (2.3) with Q(x) = .A'(x)/0r which (2.4) holds, and R(x) is a non-
singular n x n matrix satisfying 
(3.18) (RT(x)R(x))-1=A'(x) 
RJ,(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0 . 
The matrix P(x) is determined by the relation 
(3.19) P(x) = -R"(x) R'\x) + (R(x)RT(x))-2 . 
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Proof. Let B(x) be the symmetric positive definite n x n matrix for which B2(x) = 
= (v4'(x))_1 and let N(x) = B,(x)B~1(x) - B-\x)B'(x). Since N(x) is antisym-
metric, the matrix G(x) which is the solution of 
(3.20) G' = i N(x) G , G(a) = E , 
is orthonormal. If we set 
(3.21) R(x) = GT(x) B(x) 
then we obtain RT R - RTR' = (BG' + B'G) GTB - BG(GTB + GTB') = 
= iBNGGTB + £ '£ - iBGGTNTB - BB' = B'B - £B' + iB(BrB~1 - £ _ 1 B ' ) B -
- \B(B-1Br - B'B~X) B = 0 and £ T £ = BGGT£ = B2 = ^ , " 1 . 
Now let (S(x), C(x)) be a solution of (2.3) with Q(x) = A'{x) for which (2.4) 
holds. Let us put U(x) = R(x) S(x)9 V(x) = R(x) C(x) and 
(3.22) P(x) = U"(x) VT'(x) - V"(x) UT\x) . 
Then UT'V- UTV# = (STKT)' RC - STRT(RC)' = CTQRTRC + STRTRC + 
+ STRTRQS - STRTR'C = 5TS + CTC = E, 
UJ'U - UTU' = (STRTy RS - SJRT(RSy = STRTRS + CTQRTRS - STRTR'S -
- STRTRQC = ST(RT'R - KTK') S + CT5 - STC = 0 and 
VT'V- VTV' = (CTRT)'RC - CTRT(RCy = CTRT'RC - CTQRTRS - CTRTR'C + 
+ CTRTRQS = 0, thus (3.6) holds. The matrix P(x) is symmetic. In fact, P = 
= (U'VT' - V'UTy - (U'VT" - V'UT") = -(U 'V 7" - V'Ur') = PT. According to 
(3.6) we have 
hence 
(U VY / V -VT\ ( 0 E\ 
\u' v) \-u U7 _ \-P o) 
(U V\ = ( 0 E\ (U V\ 
\U' v) \-p o) \U' v) 
and we see that U(x) and V(x) are solutions of Y" + P(x) Y = 0. If we substitute 
(3.5) into (3.22), we obtain 
P = U"VT' - V"UT' = (R"S + 2R'QC + RQ'C - RQ2S)(CTRT' - STQRT) -
- (R"C - 2R'QS - RQ'S - RQ2C)(STRT' + CTQRT) = R"SCTRT' + 
+ 2R'QCCTRT' + RQ'CCTRT' - RQ2SCTRT' - R"SSTQRT - 2R'QCSTQRT -
- RQ'CSTQRT + RQ2SSTQRT - R"CSTRT' + 2R'QSSTRT' + RQ'SSTRT' + 
+ RQ2CSTRT' - R"CCTQRT + 2R'QSCTQRT + RQ'SCTQRT + RQ2CCrQRT = 
= 2R'QRT' + RQ'RT' - R"QRT + RQ3RT = 2R'(RTR)-1 R1" + R^R)'1)'RT' -
- R"R-1RT-1RT + R(RTR)~3 RT = 2R'R-1RT-1RT' - R"R'1 + (RRT)~2 -
- R(RTR)~1 (RT'R + RTR')(RTR)-1RT' = 2R'R-1RJ-1RT - R'R*1 + 
+ (RRT)~2 - 2RR-1RT-1RTR'R-1RJ-1RT' = -R"R~1 + (RR7)'2. The proof is 
complete. 
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Remark 3. If A(x) is the phase matrix of y" + P(x) y = 0, then A(x) is also the 
phase matrix of y" + TT P(x) Ty = 0, where T is a constant orthonormal matrix. 
In fact, if the matrix R(x) satisfies (3.18), then the matrix Rt(x) = T
T R(x) also 
satisfies these relations and -R[RTl + (^i-^T)"2 = TT P(x) T 
Remark 4. The relation (3.19) can be also derived from the statement of Remark 
2. By (3.16) we have g" 1 = RTR and Q = RTR" + RTPR. Multiplying the last 
identity by _RT_1 on the left and by R'1 on the right we obtain (3.19). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Using the results of the preceding section we shall derive several statements 
concerning the oscillation properties of (1.1) and (1.2). First we recall some definitions 
and auxiliary results. 
The linear Hamiltonian system 
(4.1) y' = B(x)z 
z' = C(x)y, 
where B(x), C(x) are symmetric n x n matrices, B(x) is positive definite, is said to 
be oscillatory for large x if there exists a solution (y(x), z(x)) of (4.1) and an infinite 
sequence xn -> oo such that y(xn) = 0. In the opposite case the system (4.1) is said 
to be nonoscillatory for large x (see e.g. [9]). 
Lemma 1. The system (4.1) is oscillatory for large x if and only if there exists 
a solution (Y(x), Z(x)) of the associated matrix system 
(4.2) r = B(x) Z 
Z' = C(x) Y 
for which YT(x)ZT(x) — Z(x) Y(x) = 0 on I and Y(x) is nonsingular for large x. 
Proof. See [8]. 
Lemma 2. The linear Hamiltonian system 
(4.3) u' = Q(x) v 
v' = -Q(x)u, 
where Q(x) e C°(l) is a symmetric positive definite n x n matrix, is nonoscillatory 
for large x if and only if at least one of the following conditions holds. 
(4.4) i ) p ß ( x ) | e d x < o o 
ii) Tг ß(x) dx < oo 
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< 00 
iii) qtj(x)dx < oo , 1 < i, j < n , 
where || ||e denotes the Euclidean matrix norm and q,j(x) are the elements of Q(x). 
Proof. See [8]. 
Theorem 3. The system ( l . l ) is nonoscillatory for large x if and only if there 
exist two isotropic solutions U(x), V(x) of (1.2) for which (3.3) holds and 
(4.5) j °°(U(x) UT(x) + V(x) V^x))"1 dx 
Proof. Let (1.1) be nonoscillatory for large x. Then by Lemma 1 there exists an 
isotropic solution U(x) of (1.2) which is nonsingular on the interval \b, oo) for some 
real b. For V(x) = U(x) \xb(U
T(s) U(s))"1 ds we have UT(x) V'(x) - UT'(x) V(x) = 
= E. By Theorem 1 there exists a nonsingular n x n matrix R(x) such that U(x) = 
= R(x) S(x), V(x) = R(x) C(x), where (S(x), C(x)) is a solution of (2.3) with Q(x) = 
= (RT(x)R(x))~1. Let us denote H(x) = R(x)RT(x) = U(x)UT(x) + V(x) VT(x). 
From (3.9) and (3.21) we see that H"1^) = T(x) Q(x) TT(x), where T(x) is the solu-
tion of (3.8). The matrix T(x) is orthonormal, hence ||Q(x)||e = HH""
1^)^. Since 
U(x) is nonsingular, S(x) = R~1(x)U(x) is also nonsingular and ST(x)C(x) — 
— CT(x) S(x) = 0. Therefore by Lemma 1 (4.3) is nonoscillatory for large x and by 
Lemma 2 J00 ||Q(x)|[edx = J
00 I H - ^ x ) ^ dx < oo. This implies J 0 0H" 1 (x)dx = 
= J00 (U(x) UT(x) + V(x) V^x))"1 dx < oo. 
Conversely, let U(x), V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which (3.3) and 
(4.5) hold. These solutions can be expressed in the form (3.5) and by the above 
argument J00 ||Q(x)||edx < oo, where Q(x) = (R
T(x)R(x))-1 dx. It follows that 
(4.3) is nonoscillatory for large x and hence (1.1) is also nonoscillatory for large x. 
The proof is complete. 
For the scalar equation (1.3) we have the Sturm comparison theorem. A similar 
statement is valid for systems (1.1) (see [6]). Due to this result many comparison 
criteria have been derived for the oscillation and nonoscillation properties of (1.1). 
It is known that for the scalar equations there exists no "ideal" comparison criterion 
in the sense that for every oscillatory equation y" + p(x) y = 0 there exists a function 
Px(x) < p(x) such that the equation y" + Pi(x) y = 0 is also oscillatory. The fol-
lowing theorem shows that the same is true for systems (l . l) . 
Theorem 4. Let ( l . l) be oscillatory for large x. Then there exists a symmetric 
n x n matrix Pi(x) such that Pi(x) < P(x) on I and the system y" + Pi(x) y = 0 
is oscillatory for large x. 
Proof. Let .A(x) be the phase matrix of (1.1) and let us set At(x) = k A(x), where 
k e (0,1). We denote by B(x) and Pi(x) the symmetric positive definite matrices for 
which B2(x) = (A^x))'1 and B\(x) = ( ^ (x ) ) " 1 . For Rx(x) = G^B^x), where 
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Gt(x) is the solution of G[ = i(B[(x) B'\x) - B~
1(x)B'(x)) Gu G(a) = E, we 
have R](x)R[(x) - RTl(x)R1(x) = 0 and (R^xjR^x))"
1 = A[(x) = Qt(x)9 as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. If R(x) = G(x) B(x), where G(x) is determined by (3.20), 
we see that Rx(x) = fc"
1/2 R(x). Let us put Pi(x) = -R'i(x) R^(x) + (Rx(x). 
.R](x))~2 = - R ^ x j R - ^ x ) + fc2(R(x)RT(x))'2 < P(x). Since J00 Qx(x)dx = oo 
the system y" + Pi(x) y = 0 is oscillatory for large x. 
The following statement generalizes the known result for the scalar equations. 
Theorem 5. If every solution 0f(l.l) is bounded for large x, then (1.1) is oscillatory 
for large x. 
Proof. Let U(x), V(x) be linearly independent isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which 
(3.3) holds. Then U(x), V(x) can be expressed in the form (3.5) and every solution 
of (1.1) is bounded if there exists fc > 0 such that || U(x)\\e < fc, || V(x)||e < fc. From (2.4) 
we see that ||-5(x)||c < 1, ||C(x)||e < 1, hence U(x), V(x) are bounded if and only if 
||R(x)||e < fcx for some positive real kv If R(x) is bounded then liminf(R(x). 
JC-^OO 
. RJ(x))~i > 0, where 0 denotes the zero n x n matrix. On the other hand, if (1.2) 
is nonoscillatory for large x then by Theorem 3 we have J00 (U(x) UT(x) + V(x). 
. VT(x))~1 dx = J0O(R(x)RT(x))"1 dx < oo. Since R(x)RT(x) is positive definite, 
the necessary condition for the convergence of the last integral is lim inf (R(x) . 
JC-+00 
. RT(x))~i = 0, which is a contradiction and thus (1.1) is oscillatory for large x. 
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